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After the disintegration of the Soviet Union (USSR), there emerged a separate
Russian Federation and 14 Newly Independent States (NIS). Comprehensive
Safeguards Agreements of type INFCIRC/153 (corrected) have been concluded
between the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the majority of the
NIS.

One of the major immediate tasks was the preparation and implementation of
the State System for Accountancy and Control of Nuclear Materials (SSAC) in the
NIS countries which joined the IAEA family. The starting point was difficult as there
were only individual accounting files at the facilities, most of which were not
computerised. Support from the IAEA and technical assistance from donor countries
was of principal importance. Most of the assistance was provided by Japan, USA, UK,
Sweden and Finland under the Co-ordinated Plan of Technical Assistance.

The process of SSAC implementation necessary included the training of
accountancy staff at different facilities, with practical exercises in donor countries,
and support by computer equipment and software for the States as well as for the
facilities was essential.

The condition for the SSAC function is country nuclear legislature, starting
with the main act on nuclear power utilization and continuing through other decrees
and complementary standards and regulations.

The degree of success of SSAC implementation in different NIS countries is in
direct relation to the powers delegated to the State Regulatory or Administrative body
within the Governmental structure, clarity of responsibilities and its provision for an
adequate budget.

There are differences between different NIS in SSAC performance which
cannot be explained by the countries economical situation only.

Main constraints in the function of the SSAC as experienced by the Agency
were a considerable drain of staff after completion of expensive training, insufficient
means for travel to the facilities as well as lack of language abilities. This may
explain some of the problems in reporting.
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At present, new software is under evaluation at some NIS which should
enhance the SSAC efficiency.

The SSAC implementation commenced under difficult conditions. Thanks to
the efforts of the NIS countries, IAEA, as well as donor countries, considerable
improvement has been achieved. Intensive cooperation for future enhancements is
necessary.
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